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ABSTRACT 
Criteria for establishing conditional belief unctions are suggested, and the advantages 
and disadvantages of conditional belief unctions that have been suggested before are 
discussed. We then introduce a new formula for computing conditional belief. Finally, 
we provide a discussion about he impossibility of finding a sensible form of condition- 
ing of belief functions that has all the properties desired. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Belief functions are a generalization of probability measures introduced 
by Dempster [1] and developed in great detail by Shafer [2-4]. Conditional 
belief functions, just like conditional probability in the theory of probabil- 
ity, are an important part of the theory of belief functions. Up to now, 
several different forms of conditioning of belief functions were proposed 
by different authors. Questions arose, such as how to judge whether a 
conditional belief operator is good or bad, and if there exists a conditional 
belief operator which, in a sense, is the best? This study deals with these 
problems. 
Let l) be a non-empty set, 3- be a o--algebra of subsets of l), and F be 
a real-valued function defined on 3:. We call F a belief function on ( lq,~ ~) 
if f: 
(*) F(~b) = 0 and F ( l l )  = 1 
(**) If I is a finite subset of the set N of all natural 
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numbers and {A} tO {Ai: i ~ I} c~, then 
UZi  cA  ~ F (A)> ~ ( -1) I J I+]F(  ["]Aj} 
i~ l  (o4=Jcl j~ J  " 
If this is the case, we call (I I , J , ,  F)  a belief space. 
For a given belief space ( I I ,~,  F), there is a probability space (X, 2 x, P)  
and a mapping F: X ---, 5Z-such that F(A)  = P{x: F(x) c A}. Conversely, if
for (12,~99 there is a probability space (X, 2 x, P)  and a set-valued mapping 
F that takes points in X to non-empty subsets of l-l, then the real-valued 
function F defined above is a belief function on (11,~99. 
Furthermore, if II is a finite set, we define m: 2 n ~ [0, 1] by m(A)  = 
P{x: F(x) = A}. Then the function m satisfies: 
(i) m(~b) = 0 
(ii) Y'~ re(A) = 1 
Acf l  
(iii) F(B)= ~., re(A) 
AcB 
Conversely, if m is a function from 2 a to [0, 1] that satisfies (i) and (ii), 
then the function F defined by (iii) is a belief function on ( f l , J )  [5]. We 
call m the mass function of F. 
2. EXAMPLES OF BELIEF FUNCTIONS 
We suggest hree kinds of belief functions that will be used to check 
certain facts about conditional belief functions. 
2.1. Let (~,  2 n, P)  be a finite probability space. Then F = pr is a belief 
function on (l-l, 2 n) for any r > 1. 
Proof. First we suppose r = n to be an integer, and [l = {xl , . . . ,  Xm}. 
Then from 
P(x  1) + ... +P(x  m) = P (~)  = 1 
we can get 
1 = [P (x  1) + .-" +P(xm)] n 
n! k 
I-/PJ,,(xi,) E E L!', 
{il . . . . .  ik }C{1 . . . . .  rn} 1 <_jq,...,Jik<_n " " 
jia+ ".  +j ik=n 
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Now we define m: 2 n ~ [0, 1], by m(th) = 0 and 
-- HeJ i , (x i ) ,  k < n 
. t= l  m({x i  1 . . . . .  Xik} ) = l.<ji 1, . . . .  J ik <-n Jil !' j ig 1 
I j i l+ "'" +.lik=n 
~0, k>n 
It is easy to see that Y~Acnm(A) = 1. Then for any B c f~ we define 
F(B)  = ~,A c Bm(A)  • Now F is a belief function on (f~, 2n), and it is easy 
to check that F(B)  = pn(B)  for any B c fL 
We next consider r > 1 to be any real number. To prove F(B)  = pr(B)  
is a belief function on (ft ,  2n), the only thing to prove is 
B c l )~ ~ (--1)IB-AIpr(A) > 0 (2 .1 )  
AcB 
Since B is finite we suppose 
{A: A cB}  = {A 1 . . . . .  At ,At÷ 1 . . . . .  As} 
with IB -A i l i sevenfor l  < i<t ,  and lB - Ail is odd for t+  1 < i<s .  
Then we rewrite (2.1) as follows 
Pr(A1) + ... +pr (A , )  > pr(At+ 1) + ... +pr (As)  
Let g(r) = P¢(A a + ... +P~(At) , and h(r) = Pr(At+ 1) + ... +pr(As).  
Then from g(1) = h(1) and g(n) >__ h(n) for all integer n and g(r) and 
h(r) are convex functions of r, we can conclude that the inequality 
g(r) >_ h(r) holds for all real numbers r _> 1, which implies that F = F ¢ is 
a belief function on (~,  2n). • 
2.2. Let 12 = {x I . . . . .  Xz}, and g: f~ ~ [0, 11 with Him1(1 + t .g(x i ) )  = 1 
+ t for a given number t > 0. Then we define m: 2 n --, [0, 1] given by 
m(4~) = 0, and m({xil, . . . .  xik}) = tk- lH~=lg(xi  ). Then 
k 
m(A)  = ~ t k 1 Hg(x i j  ) 
Ac I )  {i 1 . . . . .  ik}c{1 . . . . .  m} j= l  
=l[ f i ( l+t 'g (x i ) - l ]  = 1 i = 1  
Hence F(B)  = F. A c Bm(A)  is a belief function on (11, 2a).  For example 
we take lq={x l ,  x2, x3, x4} , g(x 1)= 1, g (x2)= 1 ~, g (x3)= ~,  g(x4) 
1 
= 2-~, and t = 1, then F(B)  = Y'.AcBm(A) = l-lx,~ 8(1 +g(xi))  -- 1 is a 
belief function. 
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2.3. Let X = {a,b,c}, and P be a probability measure on (X, 2 x) 
1 corresponding to the random choice P(a) = P(b) = P(c) = 7. Let f~ = 
{(a, b), (a, c), (b, c), (c, b)}, and F: X ---, 2 n given by F(a) = 
{(a, b), (a, c)}, F(b) = {(b, c)}, F(c) = {(c, b)}. We define F: 2 n ---, [0, 1] by 
F(A)  = P{x: F(x )cA} .  Then ( fL2  n, F) is a belief space with source 
(X ,2x ,  p,F) .  
3. CONVENTIONS 
Suppose (l~,J,, F)  is any given belief space, then for a conditional belief 
operator F( . / .  ), we need to find a way to judge whether or not it is good. 
This is quite important both in practice and in theory. In this section we 
try to give a complete list of properties for a desirable method of belief 
conditioning. 
First, since F(A /B)  represents the degree of belief of A given B, 
F( . /B )  must remain a belief function on (1),~) for any B E3-w i th  
F(B)  4: O. 
Second, F( . / .  ) should be as the same as probability conditioning if F is 
a probability measure, because probability measure is a special case of 
belief measure. 
Third, since given B, A, and A n B mean the same thing, the following 
equality appears to be essential 
F(A /B)  = F (A  n B /B)  
Fourth, the following property is highly desirable 
F(B /B)  = 1 
Fifth, since, in general, there is no order between two given pieces of 
evidence B and C, we wish F( . / .  ) to satisfy the following: 
FB(A/C)  = Fc (A /B)  
where FB(.) = F( . /B )  and Fc(.) = F( . /C) .  
Sixth, the following property will allow repeated updating: 
F~(A/C)  = F (A /B  n C) 
Last, if two diametrically opposed assumptions impart two different 
degrees of belief onto a proposition A, then the unconditional degree of 
belief merited by A should be somewhere between the two. In other 
words, if every possible outcome of an experiment would lead you to 
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choose the same action, then you ought to choose that action without 
running the experiment. So F(A) should be sandwiched between F(A/B)  
and F(A/B).  
Based on the previous considerations, we hope that a desirable condi- 
tional belief operator F(./ .  ) obeys the following conventions: 
(I) F(./B) remains a belief function on (~, J )  for any B ~ J with 
F(B) 4: O. 
(II) F(./.  ) is as the same as probability conditioning if F is an 
additive probability measure. 
(III) F(A/B)  = F(A n B/B) for any A,B ~ Jw i th  F(B) -~ O. 
(IV) F(B/B) = 1 for any B ~ Jw i th  F(B) ~ O. 
(V) F(./.  ) is commutative, i.e., FB(A/C) = Fc(A/B) for any A, B, C 
Jw i th  F(B) 4:0 and F(C) 4: O. 
(VI) FB(A/C) = F (A /B  n C)for any A, B,C ~ Jw i th  F(B n C) 4: 
O. 
(V I I )  F( . / .  ) sat is f ies  the  sandwich  pr inc ip le ,  i.e., 
min(F(A/B), F(A/B)) < F(A) < max(P(A/B), F(A/B)) for 
any A,B~gwi th  F(B) 4:0 and F (B)~0,  where B is the 
complement of B. 
The following conditional belief operators have been proposed by some 
authors--none of which meets all the conventions previously noted. 
F(A n B) 
1. FS(A/B)  [6] 
F(B) 
F(A u B) - F(B) 
2. Fd(A/B)  = 1 - F (B)  [1] 
F(A)  - F (A  n B) 
3. FW(A/B)  = [6]  
1 - F (B)  
F(A n B) 
4. Fh(A/B)  = [7] 
F(A NB) + 1 -F (A  UB) 
PROPOSITION 3.1 
FS('/• ) and Fd('/• ) satisfy all the conventions but (VII). 
Proof. (I). See [6] for FS(./• ) and see [1] for Fd('/" ). (II), (III) and 
(IV) are easy to check. 
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(V) and (VI). Since 
FS(A /C)  = 
FS(A n C) 
F~(C) 
F(A n C n B) /F(B)  
F(B n C) /F (B)  
F (A  f3 C n B) 
F( B n C) 
= FS(A /B  m C) 
F f f (A /C)  = 
F~(A u C) - F~(C)  
1 - F f f (C )  
((F(A to C U B) / (1  - F (B) )  
- ( (F (C  u B) - F(B) / (1  - F(B))  
1 - ( (F (C  u B)  - F (B) / (1  - F (B) )  
F(A U C U B)  - F (B  U C) 
1 - F(B u C) 
= Fd(A /B  n C) 
Hence (VI) is satisfied by FS(./• ) and Fd(./• ) and then (V) follows. 
(VII). Let (II,2 ~, F) be the belief space given in 2.3. Then we first 
choose 
A = {(a, b), (b, c), (c, b)} and B= {(a, c), (b, c)} 
Now 
2 F(A)  = P{x: r (x)  cA} = P((b,c}) = 
F(A  N B) P({b}) 
FS(A /B)  - 1 
F(B) P({b}) 
F(A n B) P({c}) 
FS(A /B)  = 1 
F(B)  P({c}) 
Hence F(A) < min(FS(A/B), FS(A/B)), which means that for the given 
belief space, FS(./• ) does not satisfy the sandwich principle. 
Second, we choose 
A = {(a, b), (a, c)} and B{(a,b),(c,b)} 
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Then 
1 
F(A)  = P({x:  F (x )  cA})  = P({b}) = - 
3 
F(A  u B)  - F (B)  P({a, b}) - P({b}) 1 
Fd(A /B)  = 1 - F (B)  = 1 - P({b}) = 2 
F(A  u B)  - F (B)  P({b,c})  - P({c}) 1 
Fd(A /B)  = 1 - F (B)  = 1 - P({c}) = 2 
Hence 
F(A)  < min(Fd(A /D) ,  Fd(A /B) )  
which implies that, for the given belief space, Fd(. /•  ) does not satisfy 
(VI I) .  • 
P ropos i t ion  3.2 
FW(./• ) meets all the conventions except (III), (IV), (VI), and (VII). 
Proof. (I) See [6]. (I I) It is easy to check. (V). Since 
Fy(A /C)  = 
m 
Fy(A) - Fy(A n c) 
1 - F~(C)  
( (F (A)  - F (A  n B) ) / (1  - F (B) )  
- ( (F (A  n C) - F (A  N C n B) ) / (1  - F (B) )  
1 - ( (F (C)  - F (B  N U))/(1 - F (B) )  
F(A)  - F (A  A B) - F (A  N C) + F (A  A B A C) 
1 - F (B)  - F (C)  + F (B  n C) 
Then by the symmetry of B and C, it is easy to see that F~(A/C)  = 
Fg(A /B) .  
( I I I )  and (IV). Let (f~,2 n, F )  be a belief space given in 2.2 with 
l-I = {Xl, x2, x3, x4}, and g(x 1) = 1/2,  g(x 2) = 1/4,  g(x 3) = 1/16, g(x 4) 
= 1/255, and t = 1. Now we choose 
A = {x2 ,x3} ,  B = {xl,x2} 
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Then 
F(A)  - F (A  N B) (21 /64)  - (1 /16)  
FW(A/B)  = = = 255/896 
1 - F (B)  1 - (1 /15)  
F(A  AB) -F (A  NB~B)  (1 /4 ) -0  
FW(A N B /B)  = - 15/64 
1 - F (B)  1 - (1 /15)  
F(B)  - F(B n B) (7 /8 )  - 0 
F~'(B/B) = 1 - F (B)  - 1 - (1 /15)  lO5/112 
Hence FW(A/B)  4: FW(A n B/B) ,  and FW(B/B) 4: 1, which means that 
for the given belief space, F~(./• ) does not satisfy (II I) and (IV). 
(VI). We take the same example as above and choose A = {Xl}, B = 
{x t, x2}, and C = {x 1, x3}. Then B n C = A. Now 
FW(A/B n C) = FW(A/A)  -- 
F (A)  - F (A  n A) (1 /2 )  - 0 
1 - F(.zT) 1 - (1 /3 )  
- 3 /4  
Fy(A /C)  = 
F(A)  - F (A  A B) - F (A  N C) + F (A  A B N C) 
1 - F (B)  - F (C)  + F (B  n C)  
(1 /2 )  - 0 - 0 + 0 
1 - (1 /15)  - (13 /51)  + (1/255)  
= 85/116 
Hence FW(A/B n C) 4: F~(A/C) ,  which implies that for the given belief 
space, FW( / .  ) does not meet (VI). 
(VII). Let (12, 2 a, F )  be the belief space given in 2.3, and we choose 
A = {(a, b),(a, c)}, B = {(a, b), (c, b)}. Then 
F(A)  = P({x:  F (x )  cA})  = P({b}) = 1 /3  
F(A)  - F (A  n B) P({a}) - P(4)) 
FW(A/B)  = 1 - F (B)  = 1 - P({b}) = 1 /2  
F(A)  - F (A  n B) P({a}) - P(~b) 
F"~(A/B) = 1 - F (B)  = 1 - P({c}) = 1 /2  
Hence F(A) < min(FW(A/B), FW(A/B)), which means that FW(./• ) does 
not satisfy the sandwich principle. • 
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Recall that for a given belief space [2] (II,~,, F)  the function F*(A) = 1 
- F(A) for A ~ 3- is called a plausibility function on (~,~) .  A probabil- 
ity measure P on ( I I , J )  is called a compatible measure with F if for each 
A ~ J,, F(A) < P(A) < F*(A). 
LEMMA Let (l~,J,, F) be a belief space, and ~ = {P: P is a compatible 
measure with F on ([I,JO}. Suppose F(. / .  ) is a conditional belief operator 
with F (A /B)  < infe~ ~ P(A/B) ,  and F*(A/B)  > SUpp~, P(A/B) ,  
where F*(A/B)  = 1 - F(A/B) .  Then we have 
min(F(A/B) ,  F (A /B) )  < F(A)  < max(F*(A/B),  F* (A /B) )  
Proof. Since for each A ~J ,F (A)= in fe~.P(A)  and F*(A)= 
SUpp ~,  F*(A), and for any P* c~ we have 
P*(A) >_ min(P*(A/B) ,  P* (A/B) )  
> min( inf P(A /B) ,  inf P(A /B) )  
p~¢" p~__.~ 
< min(F(A/B) ,  F (A /B) )  
Hence F(A) > min(F(A/B), F(A/B)).  
Similarly we can show that for any P* ~ dg, P* (A)  < 
max(F*(A/B) ,F*(A/B)) ,  then it follows that F(A) < P*(A) < 
max(F*(A/B), F*(A/B))  and this completes the proof. • 
Proposition 3.3 
For Fh(./• ) we have 
1. It satisfies the conditions (I)-(IV). 
2. For some belief space it is not commutative. 
3. For any belief space there holds min(Fh(A/B), Fh(h /B)  < F(A) < 
max(F*h(A/B), F*h(A/B)), but for some belief space (II,~,, F)  and 
some A, B ~ Y,, F(A) > max(Fh(A/B), Fh(A/B)). 
Proof (1) See [7] for (I). (II), (III), and (IV) are easy to check. 
(2) Let (f l ,  2 n, F)  be the belief space given in 2.2 with = {xl, x 2, x 3, x 4} 
and g(x 1) = 1/2, g(x e) = 1/4, g(x 3) = 1/16, g(x 4) = 1/255, and t = 1. 
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Now choose A = {Xl}, B = {x 1, x2, X3} , and C = {x 1, x2}. Then 
Fh(A n C) 
Fh(A /C)  = 
Fh(A n C) + 1 -  Fh(A u C) 
F (A  N C n B) 
F (A  A C A B) + 1 -  F ( (A  N C) u B) 
F (A  n C N B) 
F (A  n CAB)  + 1 -  F ( (A  N C) U B) 
F (A  u C) N B) 
+I -  
F( (A  uC)  AB)  + 1 -F (A  uCuB)  
= 13515/27019 
Fh(A n B) 
Fch( A /B  ) = 
Fch( A n B) + 1 -Fch(A u B) 
F (A  n B n C) 
F (A  A B A C) + 1 -  F ( (A  N B) A C) 
F (A  n B u C) 
F (A  ABnC)  + 1 -F ( (A  AB)  u C) 
F ( (A  tO B) n C) 
+I -  
F( (A  u B) n C) + 1 - F (A  u B u C) 
= 5/9  
Hence Fh(A/C)4 :  Fh(A/B),  which implies that for the given belief 
space, Fh(./• ) is not commutative. 
(3) Let ~¢ be the set given in the lemma. Then for any P ~ ~¢ we have 
1-  P (A  U B)=1-  P ( (~- - -B ) )  = P( . ,4A B) 
Then if F(A n B) 4: O, 
F (A  n B) 
Fh(A /B)  = 
F (A  AB)  + 1 -F (A  uB)  
1 
1 + ((1 -F (A  u B) ) /F (A  n B) 
1 
< 
1 + ((1 -P (A  U B) ) /P (A  n B) 
P(A  n B) P (A  n B) 
= P(A  N B) + 1 -P (A  U B) P(B)  P (A /B)  
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If F(A (~ B) = O, then Fh(A /B)  = 0 < P(A /B) .  Hence Fh(A /B)  < 
inf e ~ g P(A /B)  and it follows that F(A)  > min(Fh(A/B),  Fh(A/B)).  
Also we can show that F* (A)< max(F*h(A/B),F*h(A/B)) ,  then 
F(A) <_ F*(A) < max(F*h(z/n) ,  F*h(A/n)) .  
Finally, let I I  = {al, a2, a3, a4} , and define m: 2 a ---> [0, 1] by m( I I )  = 
1/6,  m({al, a2}) = m({a3, a4} ) = 1/12, m({al}) = m({a3}) = 1 /3  and for 
any other X ~ 2 a, re(X) = 0. Then F: 2 a ---> [0, 1] defined by F(D) = 
Ex c Dm(X) is a belief function on (l-l, 2n). Now suppose A = {al, a3} ,
and B = {al, a2} , then F(A)= 2/3 ,  Fh(A /B)= 4/7 ,  and Fh(A /B)= 
4/7 ,  hence 
F(A)  > max(Fh(A /B) ,Fh(A /B) )  • 
4. A NEW CONDITIONAL BELIEF OPERATOR 
Since the sandwich principle is an important property for a method of 
conditioning to have, and none of the conditional belief operators pro- 
posed has this property, we introduce in this section a new conditional 
belief operator  that satisfies the sandwich principle. 
Proposition 4.1 
For any belief space and any A, B with F(B) --g 0 and F (B)  v~ 0 we 
have 
F(A)  > min(min(FS(A/B) ,  FS(A /B) ) ,  min(F"~(A/B), F~(A/~) ) )  
(4.1) 
and 
F(A) < max(max(FS(A/B), FS(A/B)), max(FW(A/B), FW(A/~))) 
(4.2) 
Proof  Suppose 
F(A)  < FS(A /B)  
F (A  ~ B) 
F(B)  
Then F(A N B) > F(A)F(B),  it follows that 
F(A)  - F (A  A B) F (A)  - F (A)F (B)  
FW(A/B)  = < = F (A)  
1 - F (B)  1 - F (B)  
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Now the inequality (4.1) follows from this. Similarly, we can prove the 
inequality (4.2). • 
From Proposition 4.1, one will guess that if F(. / .  ) is a conditional belief 
operator that satisfies the sandwich principle, the value of F(A /B)  may lie 
somewhere between FS(A/B)  and FW(A/B). Based on this consideration 
we suggest the following 
Fn(A /B)  = 
F(A)  + F(A n B) - F (A n B) 
1 + F (B)  - F (B)  
Proposition 4.2 
F"(./ .  ) satisfies all the conditions of (I)-(VII) except (III), (IV), and 
(VI). 
Proof (I) We need to prove Fn(./B) satisfies (*) and (* *). 
( * ) Straightforward. 
(** )  Let I be a finite subset of N and {A} U{Ai: i~ I}cYwi th  
A D U i~ l Ai. Since Fs(. /B) and Fw(./B) are belief functions on ( l~, J ) ,  
we have 
F(A n B) > 
F(A)  - F (A  N B) > 
4~¢Jcl j~J : 
~Jc l  j~ j  / j~ j  i 
Then it follows that 
F(A)  + F(A n B) - F(A n B) 
Dividing both sides by 1 + F(B) - F(B) we get 
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This completes the proof of (I). 
(II) It is easy to check. 
(V) From 
F~(A/C)  = (F~(A)  + F~(A n C) - F~(A N C) ) /  
(1 + F~(C) - F ; (C) )  
and 
F~( A N C) = 
m 
F~(A n C) = 
F~(A)  = 
F~(C)  = 
F~(C) -- 
we get 
(F (A  A C A B) + F (A  n C) - F (A  ~ C A B) ) /  
(1 + F(B)  - F (B) )  
(F (A  N C N B) + F (A  n C) - F (A  A C A B) ) /  
(1 + F(B)  - F (B) )  
(F (A  n B)  + F (A)  - F (A  n B) ) / (1  + F(B)  - F (B) )  
(F (C  n B)  + F(C)  - F(C  n B) ) / (1  + F(B)  - F (B) )  
(F(C- n B) + F (C)  - F (C  n B) ) / (1  + F(B)  - F (B) )  
F~(A/C)  = (F (A)  + F (A  n B)  + F (A  n C) - F (A  n B) 
-F (A  n C) + F (A  N B n C) 
-F (A  A BC) - F (A  A B A C) + F (A  A B A C) ) /  
(1 + F(B)  + F (C)  
-F (B)  - F (C)  + F (B  n C) - F (B  N C) - F (B  n C) 
+F(B  n C)) 
Then from the symmetry of B and C it is easy to see that F~(A/C)  = 
F~(A/B) .  
(VII) If 
F(A)  < Fn(A /B)  = 
F (A)  + F (A  n B) - F (A  n B) 
1 + F (B)  - F (B)  
and 
F(A)  + F (A  n B) - F (A  n B) 
F (A)  < F ' (A /B)  = 
1 + F (B)  - F (B)  
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05hold at the same time, then since 1 + F(B) - F (B)  > 0 and 1 + F(B)  
- F(B) > 0 it follows that 
F (A) (1  + F(B) - F(B))  + F(A) (1  + F (B)  - F(B))  
< F(A)  + F(A n B) - F (A n B) + F(A)  
+ F(A A B) - F (A N B) 
Then we get F(A)< F(A), which is impossible. So we have F(A)>_ 
Fn(A/B)  or F(A) >_ Fn(A/B).  Hence 
F(A)  > min(F"(A/B) ,  Fn(A /B) )  
Similarly, we can show that 
F(A)  < max(F~(A/B),  F " (A /B) )  
Hence F"(./• ) satisfies the sandwich principle. 
(III) and (IV). We take the same belief space (II, 2 a, F)  and the same 
A, B ~ 2 n as in the proof of (III) and (IV) in Proposition 3.2, then it is 
easy to check that F" (A /B)  -4: Fn(A n B /B)  and Fn(B/B) -~ 1. 
(VI). Take the same example as in the proof of (VI) in Proposition 3.2, 
then we can see that F" (A /B  n C) 4: Fn(A/C).  • 
5. DISCUSSION 
Since none of the conditional belief operators proposed satisfies all the 
conditions desired, we intend to prove that it is not possible to find a 
sensible form or conditioning of a belief function that obeys all the 
conventions given in section 3. 
Lemma 
Let (12,J,, F)  be a belief space. For A, B ~ Jwe  set 
e l (A)  = F(A)  - F (A n B) - F (A n B) 
e F= 1 -F (B) -F (B)  
Then we have 
(i) 0_<e l_< land0_< eF(A)_< 1. 
(ii) eft(A) = eF(A), eft(B) = eF(B) = 0, and eF(A n B) = 0. 
(iii) e l (A )  _< eff(A u B) _< e F and eF(A) _< e f (A  U B) _< e f .  
(iv) e F+ eF(A)= e f (A  UB)+ eF(A UB).  
Proof Straightforward. • 
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We now consider the ~llowing 
F(A  n B) 
FS(A /B)  F(B)  
F (A  U B) - F (B)  
Fd(A /B)  = 
FW(A/B)  = 
Fh(A /B)  = 
F" (A /B)  = 
1 - F (n )  
F(A)  - F (A  n B) 
F(A n B) + eff(A u ~) 
F(B)  + ~ff 
F (A  n B) + eF(A)  
1 -F (B)  F (B)  + 6 F 
F (A  N B) F (A  N B) 
F (A  A B) + 1 -  F (A  u B) F (B)  + e F -  eF(A U B) 
F (A)  + F (A  n B) - F (A  n B) 
1 + F (B)  - F (B)  
1 • eF(A)  F (A  n B) + 
1 F(B)  + 3" 6ff 
Then one might guess that may be exist a conditional belief operator that 
obeys all the conventions given in section 3, and it has the following form 
F(A  n B) + ml,zff(A) + mzeff (h U B) + m3 6F 
F (A /B)  = (5.1) 
F(B)  + nl~F(A) + n2eF(A U B) + n3 eF 
where mi, n i (i = 1, 2, 3) are given real numbers. Unfortunately, it is not 
the case. 
Proposition 5.1 
There are no real numbers mi, n i (i = 1, 2, 3) that can make the F( . / .  ) 
given above obey, for any belief space, all the conventions given in section 
3 of this paper. 
Proof Step 1. Let f~ = {xl, x2, x3, x4}, F be the belief function on 
(lq, 2 a) given in 2.2, and B = {Xl, x2}. First we pick A = 4~, then 
F(A  n B) = 0, *F (A)  = 0, 6F(A U B) = eF(B)  = 0, 
and F(A /B)  = O. 
These lead to m3e ff = 0. Since eF :# 0, we have m 3 = 0. Second, we put 
A = l-I. Then from 
F(A  n B) = F(B) ,  6F(A) = 6F(A U B) = ~F, 
and F(A /B)  = 1 
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we get (m 1 + m2)8  F = (n 1 + n 2 + n3)8 F, which impl ies m I + m 2 ----- n I + 
n 2 + n 3. 
Third,  we put  A = B, then  
F(A  n B) = F (B) ,  ef t (A)  = O, 
and F(A /B)  = 1, 
u = 
which impl ies m 2 = n 2 + n3, and then  m 1 = n 1. 
Next we show that m 1 = n 1 = 0. First for B = {x1, x2} and A = {xz, X3} , 
if m 1 = n 1 4: 0, then  f rom F(A /B)  = F (A  n B /B)  we get n 3 = -15 .  
Second for B = {Xz, X3, X 4} and A = {x 1,x2}, if m I = n I 4 :0  then  f rom 
F(A /B)  = F (A  N B /B)  we get n 3 = -9 .  The  contrad ict ion impl ies that 
m 1 = n 1 = 0. 
Now let m = m 2, n = n 2, then  n 3 = m - n and (5.1) has the fol lowing 
form 
F(A  n B) + m.  8F(A U B) 
F (A /B)  = F (B)  + n .  eF (A  U B) + (m - n)e  F (5.2) 
Step 2. Let  ~ = {al, a2, a3, a4, as, a6}. Then  we def ine m: 2 n ~ [0, 1] 
given by m({al}) = m({a4}) = 1 /3 ,  m({a2, a3}) = m({as, a6}) = 1 /12 ,  
m( l 'D  = 1 /6 ,  and  m(X)  = 0 for any other  X ~ 2 n. Then  F :  2 n --, [0, 1] 
given by F(D)  = Eccom(C)  for each D ~ 2 n is a bel ief  funct ion on  
(12, 2a) .  
Now let A = {ai, a4}, B = {al, a2, a3} and C = {al, a2}. Then  using (5.2) 
we get 
F(A /B  N C) = 
4 
4 + 3(m - n )  
Fs(A /C)  = 
4 
4+ (1 + 2(m-n) ) (m-n)  
Then  F(A /B  ~ C) = Fs (A /C)  gives m = n or  m - 1 = n. 
Step 3. Let  12 be the same set given in step 2, and m: 2 n ---) [0, 1] given 
by m({a l} )= m({a4})= 1 /4 ,  m({az, a3})= m({as, a6})= 1/8 ,  m(12)= 
1 /4 ,  and m(X)  = 0 for any other  X ~ 2 n. Then  F(D)  = Eccom(C)  for 
every D E 2 n is a bel ief  funct ion  on  (12, 2a) .  
First we suppose m = n, then  (5.2) is as fol lows 
F(A  f~ B) + mJ (A  U B)  
F (A /B)  = F (B)  + m6F(A  U B) (5.3) 
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Now we choose A = {a,, a4}, B = {a 1, a 2, a 3} and C = {a 1, a2, a4, as}. Us- 
ing (5.3) we get F(A /B  N C) = 1 and Fc(A/B)  = (4 + m - m2) / (4  + 
2m - m2). Then F(A /B  n C) = Fc(A/B)  gives rn = 0. In this case 
F(A  n B) 
F (A /B)  F(B) = FS(A /B)  
But as we know FS(./• ) is not sandwiched for some belief space. 
Second we suppose m - 1 = n, then we have 
F(A  n B) + meff(A to B) 
F (A /B)  = F(B) + (m - 1)ef f (A u B)  + e F (5.4) 
This t ime we choose, in the same belief space (12, 2 a, F )  given above, 
A = {al, an} , B = (al,  a 2, a3} and C = {a 1, a 2, a4, as}. NOW using (5.4) we 
get F(A /BAC)=2/5 ,  and Fc{A/B)=( -m 2 +2m +7) / ( -m 2+ 
2m + 19). Then F(A /B  n C) = Fc(A/B)  leads to m = 1, then 
F(A  n B) + ~ff(A u B) 
F (A /B)  = = Fa(A /B)  
F(B) + 6 F 
But Fa(./• ) does not satisfy the sandwich principle; this completes the 
proof. • 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
REMARK 6.1 From the proof  of proposit ion 5.1, it seems that (VII)will 
introduce contradictions among those conventions. Hence it is, in a sense, 
not possible to find a sensible form of conditioning of belief functions that 
obeys the sandwich principle. 
REMARK 6.2 If  we deal only with the kind of belief functions given in 2.1, 
FS(./• ) meets all the conventions of ( I ) - (V I I ) .  
REMARK 6.3 Since each condition of ( I ) - (V I I )  is, in a sense, necessary for 
a desired form of conditioning of belief functions to satisfy and every 
conditional belief operator  proposed has its own shortcoming, when choos- 
ing a method for conditioning belief, it may be necessary to sacrifice some 
of the conventions ( I ) - (V I I ) .  For  instance, it is better to take FS(./• ) or 
Fd('/• ) when giving (VI I )  up. When giving (V) and (VI) up, Fh('/" ) will 
be preferred. If  we do not want to give (VI I)  up, Fn('/• ) is the only one to 
choose. 
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